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Since its original publication, Programming in RPG IVÂ has given thousands of students and

professionals a strong foundation in the essentials of business programming using RPG IV. Now,

the long-awaited Fifth Edition, retitled Programming in ILE RPG, produces the most significant

update to this "gold standard" book in many years. The book has been reorganized and updated to

the newest software release. It includes exclusive coverage of free-format RPG, new attention to

SQL, and expanded emphasis on ILE modules, procedures, and service programs. All-new

programming exercises and assignments add even more value for learning.  The book includes

complete coverage of the program development process, the newest development tools, RPG IV

instructions and operations, creating and using files, program workflow and structured design,

arithmetic operations and functions, accessing and updating database files, writing interactive

applications, modular programming, service programs, error handling, subfiles, APIs, and more.

This book is the one guide you need to learn how to be successful with all aspects of ILE RPG.
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This is probably the only book that you will need to master the art of ILE RPG programming, until

the next major version upgrade, of course. If you are a gray-haired veteran of the golden years of

System 3X, you can probably skip the first three chapters, which are primarily history and review. If

you started your IBM Midrange career after 1988, the dawn of the AS/400, read the entire manual.

The authors provide a useful, nicely arranged mix of new coding techniques and keywords along

with a description of the legacy code that was replaced. They also include many real world



examples of common business problems and efficient solutions. This book will prove itself to be

worth far more than the price you paid for it.

The book was in great condition upon arrival. It really helps with my RPG class! It would also be a

great reference book, if you wanted to teach yourself about the newest RPG version.
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